Mapping decarbonisation potential of clusters and routes
For the US, unilateral and independent national strategies are most suitable to decarbonise shipping by exploiting the country’s leading technological and political role. A strong potential of
renewable energy is also an ideal indicator of the future availability of scalable zero emission fuels (SZEF). Operational and administrative characteristics of the US fleet (such as the Jones
Act) provide the political leverage to implement impactful measures. So what are the main port clusters where maritime energy demand is highest and which routes are ripe for decarbonisation?
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3 large Ro-Ro vessels on this route
account for almost 3% of all US
fleet fuel consumption.
This is a regular trading pattern with
high consumption due to higher
than average operating speed.

Small vessels operating locally with mean
voyage ranges of less than 100nm. Energy
demands can be met by the current state of
the art batteries and onshore provision
infrastructure.
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Annual route energy demand:

20 ktH2eq

Twenty vessels operating multilaterally in
ports between the three clusters covering
the Great Lakes have an aggregated fuel
consumption of around 3% of the US fleet
total.
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Annual route energy demand:

Honolulu

1,700 MWh
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A good candidate for electrification as
vessels operate within a 200km of the East
coast.

Annual route energy demand:

84 ktH2eq

This route accounts for almost 5% of
the total US fleet fuel consumption.
All voyages have a common stop in
Hawaii making it an ideal refueling
hub.
Over half vessels on this route are
older than twenty years.
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Sault Ste Marie

120 ktHFOeq

Vessels with a more flexible trading profile,
longer range and generally bigger dimensions
are most suited for SZEF fuelling internal
combustion or fuel cell. Fuels such as
hydrogen, ammonia and methanol are most
suitable given their first production step,
synthesis of hydrogen, is common.
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shipping activity
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Gulf of Mexico

Annual route energy demand:

2,733 MWh

Top area for electrification! Local
activity of vessels serving the
offshore industry in the Gulf of
Mexico from three different clusters.

